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The Kashmir Rights Forum (KRF) is an informal, secular, apolitical and forward looking interactive platform
highlighting human rights violations perpetuated against innocent Kashmiri population by terrorists either directly
supported by separatists and their over ground workers or indirectly by sympathizers over last three decades as a
result of proxy war initiated by Pakistan on our homeland.
KRF is dexterous, focused forum with overarching mission to mobilize expertise and public opinion to counter
the organized attempt to violate human rights of common innocent Kashmiris of all generations by the nexus and
tarnishing the image of government and security forces by certain section of media, intelligentsia and conflict
entrepreneurs by flaring up allegations of human rights violations on them, thus diverting attention from the real
perpetrators of these violations.
We, at KRF encourage response by likeminded or otherwise, people and organizations, on documents,
articles & video content produced on multiple social media platforms by us to apprise all citizens of such violations.
KRF will endeavor to expose the designs of the perpetrators by studying the past and present and producing the
facts for public scrutiny as part of our research and highlight such events in present, earliest on occurrence.

A Review of

Human Rights Violations in Kashmir
for the month of DECEMBER 2021
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TERRORISTS ATTACK POLICE BUS
AT ZEWAN, SRINAGAR,
8 COPS INJURED, 4 CRITICAL

In an extremely outrageous act of violence and attacks has shifted from South Kashmir to Srinagar
cowardice, a bus carrying 25 security personnel was city over the past few months. The official data from
attacked by three terrorists of JeM, resulting in injury 2021 show that for the first time in a year, the number
to policemen of which 2 achieved martyrdom and 12 of police personnel killed by terrorists has
survived severe wounds. In retaliation one terrorist outnumbered the collective toll of other security
who was shot managed to flee. The attack was personnel who were targeted in the Valley: 19 of the
carried out at the Zewan area of Srinagar in evening of 27 killed.
December 13. During the attack, terrorists fired
Of the 40 security personnel killed in J&K this year,
indiscriminately at the vehicle of the 9th battalion 20 are from the police. In 2019, of the 83 security
Indian Reserve Police (IRP) on Pantha Chowk- personnel killed in J&K, 11 belonged to the police.
Khonmoh road. Notedly, police had been the prime And in 2020, there were 16 police personnel among
target of terrorists for the last
60 security forces killed by
few weeks. In the last week two
terrorists in J&K. This shift is
The terrorism in Kashmir is
policemen were assassinated
sharp since it was in autumn of
witnessing
two
key
shifts
in
pattern:
in cold blood by the terrorists
2020 that the police had
J&K
Police
have
emerged
as
the
in Bandipora. The attacks on
declared Srinagar a militancypolice are the terrorism in prime target and the main stage of free district. But over the past
Kashmir is witnessing two key
three months alone, it has
attacks has shifted from South
shifts in pattern: J&K Police
witnessed at least nine
Kashmir
to
Srinagar
city
over
the
past
have emerged as the prime
gunfights in which 15 militants
few
months.
target and the main stage of
were killed. In early October,
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two civilians were killed by militants in Srinagar
followed by a string of attacks in which three local
residents from minority communities and two
migrant street vendors were killed.
The law and order situation in the valley has
seen a drastic improvement since Jammu and
Kashmir was absolved into Union territory. Centre's
direct hand on the departments curtailed corruption
to many degrees which stopped the growth of
terrorism for now. The hawala money supporters,
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beneficiaries of the conflict economy have been cut
from the tail ends resulting in frustration of the terror
outfits. The same money which was circulated for the
growth of several other illegal activities witnesses
breaks due to stringent measures by the union
government. In the purview of these measures,
terrorists toil to disrupt the peace and normalcy in the
valley. The attack on policemen is an assault on the
face of Kashmir who any how safeguards the rights
and privileges of the Kashmiris.

TERRORISTS SHOT AT A POLICEMAN
IN PULWAMA

On December 19, terrorists fired upon an on-duty agencies are working day and night to ensure the
policeman, Mushtaq Ahmad Wagay. However, he security of civilians, but terrorists propose their illicit
received the bullet shot in his leg. Mushtaq who attacks out in wake of night hours  darkness,
worked as a washerman in District Police Lines cowardly groups to ensure their safety for fleeing.
Pulwama received severe wounds in the attack by The excruciating pain due to bullets is not new to the
terrorists. The innocent policeman assisted the fellow security men including the civilian population, losing
personnel, he worked as a
lives, happiness from time to
washer man and was
time due to gross human
Mushtaq
Ahmad
Wagay,
a
washer
performing his duty while
rights violation. Although the
being shot by the armed man fails to understand his fault for alert forces keep thwarting
terrorists.
which he was fired upon. The curse of such vociferous attacks but,
Notedly, the elimination of terrorism is damaging the normalcy OGWs in normal attire are
terrorists is continuing with
hard to find.
in
the
valley.
each passing day. The security
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MAN IN BLUE SHOT
IN RAJOURI KADAL,
SRINAGAR

On December 01, a traffic policeman who was discipliner is sheer injustice on the part of terrorists,
performing his duty in the Rajouri Kadal area of who always have the motive of spreading violence
Srinagar, was attacked upon by the armed terrorists and hopelessness. Although it wasnt the such single
resulting his injury in the
instance of human rights
deplorable attack. The
violation, but the alertness of
policeman, Mohammad
security forces thwart some
Harming an innocent traffic
Abdullah, was shot at by the
dozen such attacks every
policeman
repeats
the
story
of
terrorists from close range
month.
while he was on duty and had
A stringent vigil by the
terror being pushed by the
been busy with the traffic
police has resulted in daily
armed terrorists as well as their
around. It was the time, when
attacks on policemen even on
terrorists found an opportunity
their followers, or assistants in
handler nexus.
to killing him at point blank
the department.
range. Attacking a duty bound
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2 POLICEMEN KILLED IN
TERROR ATTACK IN KASHMIR'S
BANDIPORA DISTRICT
Loss of human resource
out even after elimination of
show no cease, for this time,
the dozens of terrorists.
Two
more
sons
of
nation
lost
lives
terrorists attack a Police party
Since the last attack was
performing their duties for the
at Gulshan Chowk in northern
carried on the 24th of
district of Bandipora. In the
November, and till this day a
mother land- India.
lethal attack on 10th of Dec,
lull was witnessed for certain
police personnel namely,
covetous reasons. However,
Mohd Sultan and Fayaz Ahmad lost their life. Taking the attack came as a deceitful move from the terror
benefit of the cold and haze that had gripped the sponsors who broke the backbones of two innocent
whole valley, coward terrorists fired upon them from a and desperate families. Words fall short in sending
distance with the automatic weapons. Although, statement of condemnation for these dastard attacks
along with the leadership elements - commanders, which aim at war mongering against alert forces. As
trainers, role models - the SFs have also eliminated a the terrorists are being swept in daily encounters
large number of terrorist cadres, resulting in a decline across the valley side, terrorists had hidden in furrows
in overall cadre strength. But still many new masked to save their lives. People kept denouncing in harsh
faces- OGW nexus in a silent mode on payroll of the words, the gross human rights violation, families
Separatists perform the attacks around the valley whose candles of hope were lit off with the roar of
floor. Its for the same reason, attacks being carried guns, supplied by terror factory- Pakistan.
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CIVILIAN, SHOT DEAD
BY GUNMEN IN SRINAGAR

On Dec 22, an innocent Kashmiri, Rouf Ahmad, his inconsolable mother and wife, even as neighbours
45, was shot at by armed terrorists in the Eidgah, started preparations for the last rites. Why did you
Srinagar. Rouf worked as a property dealer. He was leave me alone in this world, Rouf? Shazia, his
fired upon near Merjanpora area of Srinagar. Rouf left wife, cried out in shock, as female relatives and
his house to buy biscuits for his five-year-old neighborhood women comforted her, Who will
daughter on Wednesday, December 23, evening. As take care of your daughter and mother? Please
he walked along a vehicle parked on the roadside, bury me in his grave. I dont want to live any
suspected terrorists fired multiple bullets. Some of longer.
the bullets hit Rouf, injuring him fatally.
The deplorable act left one more family in extreme
People nearby found him lying on the road in a pain, the children in distress and the hunger of
pool of blood. He was probably dead and someone terrorists fed with the blood on road. How tragic it
had put a shroud on his body.
seems to kill a father of little
Roufs tragic death spread
children, who remain waiting
Rouf
Ahmad
left
home
to
bring
across the city, a pall of gloom
for their father to come back
biscuits
for
the
children,
but
armed
descended on the Merjanpora
with the biscuits. But only
locality. Hundreds of men and terrorists killed him on the road, and dead body of the father came
women gathered at the
back home with blood stains
only his body came back home.
familys residence, comforting
around.
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KASHMIR BLEEDS WITH THE BLOOD OF
INNOCENT POLICE OFFICER AND A CIVILIAN

Lamentable incidents reflect no cease in violence including the art of dealing with criminals. This
and unrest, cutting the thread of normalcy from the situation frustrates the separatist-supporter nexus
side of separatist cum supporter nexus. This time and results come before in installments like killing of
terrorists kill an ASI Mohammad Ashraf in a public civilians and security personnel.
place. The terrorists cowardly fired upon ASI
There have been a series of attacks on the
Mohammad Ashraf of Awantipora, leaving him policemen in this month; six policemen were killed in
critically injured with two bullet wounds in the neck three attacks. The attack was condemned by LG
and chest. Earlier today, an innocent civilian Rouf Manoj Sinha, Sajad Lone, Altaf Bukhari and former
Ahmad Khan, son of Mohammad Shafi Khan chief minister Mehbooba Mufti in strong words.
belonging to Mirjanpora was blood loathed in
ASIs wife Gulshana couldnt stop crying whole
Nawakal, Srinagar on 22 Dec.
sitting between mourners. ASIs son Nadeem and
There are several reasons behind the killing of daughter Nazima had married just two months back
policemen and paramilitary
on the same day. The
troopers. The evolving peace
childhood friend of Ashraf Dar
An
extremely
down
to
earth
man,
continued with a sensual and
quoted him to be an extreme
Ashraf Dar was on verge of
realistic consistency in the law
down to earth man. Also 55
and order situation of retirement, while he fell victim to the year old Dar was on verge of
Kashmir. Many incidents that bullets of the terrorists. His son and retirement when he became
were repeated in the near past,
another victim of the rising
daughters
had
got
married
just
two
rest is history now. People have
attack on policemen.
shown a diverse degree of faith
months back on the same day.
and trust in reforms of police
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TERRORISTS HURL GRENADE
AT POLICE POST IN PULWAMA,
2 COPS INJURED

Continuity in violence triggered by the Pak backed ammunition. Immunity is entertained by the terrorists
agencies prolong to commit the human rights of different groups who mostly, remain within the
violation in the Kashmir- this had been turned into lines of people. Thereby carrying forward the terror
buffer zone as if some war game is being played. This incidents while seeing the opportunities.
time also, violence caught two policemen in its pawn
This game of barbarity to cause gross human
on Dec 26, and left two of them injured in Pulwama. rights violations is priority of terror's heads. It is the
The nefarious grenade attack was carried by terrorists reason for the failure of businesses and the loss of the
riding bicycle. However,
area's economy. Grip of
Attacking
policemen
is
attempt
at
security forces remain on
violence has left the
tiptoes in view of chill, as disturbing the environment of peace tradesmen, laborers and
winter clothes provide a cover and normalcy in the valley by the workers in distress which later
to the terrorists for safe
toll to unemployment, due to
terror
nexus.
carriage of arms and
these attacks.
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SUMMARY OF
TERRORISTS HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS
IN DECEMBER 2021
There have been 09 terrorist human rights violations in Kashmir valley in the month of

December 2021.

(a)

01 civilian and 06 SF lost life in the month of Dec 21.

(b)

01 civilian and 16 SF suffered injuries during these attacks.

Incidents Civ Deaths
07
01


01 Dec 21 

Civ Injured
01

Police / SF Death
06

Police / SF Injured
16

Mohammad Abdullah, a traffic policeman injured in Rajouri

Kadal, Srinagar



10 Dec 21 -

2 policemen, Mohd Sultan and Fayaz Ahmad killed in terror

attack in kashmir's Bandipora district



13 Dec 21 -

Terrorists attack police bus at Zewan, Srinagar, 8 cops injured,

4 critical

9 Dec 21 -



1



22 Dec 21 -

Terrorists shot at a policeman in Pulwama

Kashmir bleeds with the innocent blood of police officer ASI

Mohd Ashrad and a civilian



22 Dec 21 -

Civilian Rouf Ahmad, shot dead by gunmen in Srinagar



26 Dec 21 -

Terrorists hurl grenade at police post in Pulwama, 2 cops

injured
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